The travelling salesman problem (TSP) 
Introduction
The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is a classic combinatorial optimization problem that can be described as follows: given a list of cities and their pair-wise distances, the task of TSP is to find the shortest possible tour that visits each city once and returns to its original city [1] . This basic TSP and its variations have found applications in planning, sequencing, scheduling, and searching problems in many scientific and engineering fields. In the last two decades, many new computational techniques have been successfully applied to solving TSPs, such as simulated annealing [2] , ant colony optimization (ACO) [3] , vogel method [4] ,genetic algorithms (GA) [5] [6] [7] , neural networks [8] [9] , and their combinations in various ways [10] .
Both GA and ACO are based on iterative search. GA generates solutions to an optimization problem using techniques inspired by natural evolution. The evolution begins with a population of randomly generated individuals and iterates as generations [11] . The fitness of every individual in a generation is evaluated using a pre-defined fitness function, and multiple individuals are then selected from the current generation to form a new parent population for reproduction. The selection of individuals is primarily based on their fitness, but some selected individuals will be modified through artificial genetic operations, such as crossover and mutation. The new population is comprised of both unmodified and modified individuals. This new population is then used as the parents for the next GA iteration. Usually iteration terminates when either a pre-defined maximum number of generations has been reached, or a satisfactory fitness level has been achieved. The global optimal solution may not be reached if GA is terminated after reaching the pre-defined maximum number of generations.
ACO is a multi-agent system inspired by the foraging behavior of some ant species. These ants deposit pheromone on the ground in order to mark a favorable path that can be followed by other members of the colony. The shortest path will eventually be taken by most ants through which food can be transported from the food source to the nest efficiently. In ACO, a number of artificial ants build solutions to the considered optimization problem and exchange information on quality of these solutions via a communication scheme similar to that adopted by real ants [3, 12] .
Different algorithms based on GA and/or ACO operations have been proposed to solve various TSPs to some extent of satisfaction over the last two decades [3] [4] [5] 7, 13] . Effort has still been made in improving the performance of these computational approaches in terms of quality of optimal solutions and computing efficiency.
Based on our experiments on using GA and ACO for solving some benchmark TSPs, this short paper reports a new hybrid algorithm that uses an ant system (AS) to support the GA process for solving TSPs. Our simulation shows that this AS-assisted GA (ASaGA) can significantly improve the quality of optimal solutions with a small increase in computing cost in reference to using GA alone.
In the rest of this paper, we start with a review of GA and ACO algorithms for solving TSPs. Based on this review and our preliminary experimental results, ASaGA is then described. GA, ACO and ASaGA are used to simulate three selected benchmark TSPs. Comparison and discussion on performance of these algorithms for solving the selected TSPs are made based on our experimental results.
GA and ACO Algorithms for solving TSPs

GA for TSPs
The general TSP can be represented by a complete graph G = (C, E) with C being a set of cities to be visited and E being a set of edges fully connecting all the cities. Each edge (i,j) between cities i and j is assigned a distance value d ij . The TSP then becomes the problem of finding the shortest closed tour visiting each of the n nodes in G exactly once. Since the middle 1980s, many GAs have been devised for solving TSPs [5] [6] [7] 11, 14] . A generalized GA for solving TSPs is summarized in Algorithm 1.
1.
Set parameters, initialize population of tours 2.
while termination condition not met do 2.1 Evaluate the fitness of each tour Pi  P 2.2 Select parents from P 2.3 Recombine selected parents through crossover to form offspring O 2.4 Mutate offspring in O (with optional local search) 2.5 Select new generation of tours from previous generation P and the offspring O 3. endwhile
Algorithm 1. The generalized genetic algorithm for solving TSPs
Although GAs for solving TSPs may differ from each other, a common feature in recent applications of GA for TSPs is the inclusion of local search in selecting individuals to form the new generation. The GA chosen in this study is the basic GA with a local search operator called the 2-opt improver [15] . The outcome from this GA can be used to identify what is required for improving the performance of GAs for solving TSPs.
ACO algorithms for TSPs
Many ACO algorithms have been devised for solving TSPs since the late 1990s [3, 16, 17] . Although variations exist among these ACO algorisms, the general procedure of solving combinatorial optimization problems (including TSPs) using ACOs has been formalized as a metaheuristic summarized in Algorithm 2 [3, 12] .
1.
Set parameters, initialize pheromone trails 2.
while termination condition not met do 2.1 Construct AntSolutions 2.2 Apply LocalSearch (optional) 2.3 Update Pheromones 3. endwhile Algorithm 2. The ant colony optimization metaheuristic (modified from [12] ) Ant System (AS) is the first ACO algorithm proposed in the literature [3, 18] . Its main characteristic is that the pheromone values are updated by all the m ants that have built a solution in the end of a single iteration. The pheromone  ij associated with the edge joining cities i and j is updated by： An Ant System-Assisted Genetic Algorithm For Solving The Traveling Salesman Problem Gaifang Dong, Xueliang Fu, Heru Xue
where  is the evaporation rate, and k ij   is the quantity of pheromone laid on edge (i, j) by ant k and expressed as
where Q is a constant, and L k is the length of the tour constructed by ant k.
In construction of a solution, ants select the next city to visit through a stochastic mechanism. The probability for ant k in city i moving to city j next is given by:
where S k is the intersection of the candidate list of city i and the set of cities that ant k has not visited yet; α and β control the relative importance of the pheromone versus the heuristic information η ij , which depends on the distance (d ij ) between cities i and j
The ant colony system (ACS) introduces a local pheromone update into AS, in addition to the pheromone update performed in the end of each construction process [3] . Each ant applies it only to the edge traversed through
where  ∈(0, 1] is the pheromone decay coefficient, and  0 is the initial value of the pheromone.
The main goal of the local update is to diversify the search performed by subsequent ants during iteration, i.e., by decreasing the pheromone concentration on the traversed edges, subsequent ants are encouraged to choose other edges and, hence, to produce different solutions. This reduces the likelihood for several ants to produce identical solutions from the same iteration.
The local pheromone update is defined as
In addition to the differences in the pheromone update procedure, ACS also uses a different transition rule [19] for ant k in city i to select its next city j to visit:
where q 0 is a random constant in [0, 1].
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Ant system-assisted genetic algorithm (ASaGA) for TSPs
Our preliminary experiments using these GA and ACO algorithms to solve selected TSPs indicate that ACO is faster in processing but not often to reach the known optimal solutions to the selected TSPs. GA takes more time in processing, but it can reach the known optimal solutions to small TSPs. To make the better use of fast processing possessed by ACO and ability in reaching the known optimal solutions to TSPs demonstrated by GA, we propose a new hybrid algorithm, ant system-assisted GA (ASaGA), that uses GA as the main carrier of searching, supported by AS during processing. This hybrid algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3, and its iterative process is illustrated in Figure 1. 
1.
while The main change in ASaGA is to use the results of ACO to replace that of GA after every certain number of runs during the process. This number is controlled by Prime in the algorithm. For example, if Prime is 7, it means in every 7 runs that ACO will be called to produce a set of solutions based on the solution of GA produced in the previous run. This set of solutions from ACO is then fed to GA for further processing. In this way, convergence is ensured due to the continuous evolution of the best solutions from any round. It also provides a new mechanism to steer GA out of potential stagnation at local optima and thus enhances the chance in reaching the global optimal solution. Since ACO is executed for a fraction number of times during the entire process, it should only add a portion of computing time to that should GA be run alone. To avoid potential conflict between ACO and GA in the end of the whole process for outputting the final solution, it is suggested to choose a prime number for Prime in ASaGA.
Implementation and experimental results
The GA, ACO and ASaGA are implemented using C++. For GA, Roulette wheel method is used to conduct the selection of individuals and the 2-opt improver is combined with mutation. The implementation of ACO is a straightforward conversion of Algorithm 2 without inclusion of any local improver during process.
We selected the following three benchmark TSPs for our experiment: Berlin52, KroA100, and KroA200. The parameters used for individual problems are given in Table 1 , and the maximum number of iteration is set to 500 for all cases. For GA, the size of population is as same as the number of cities whereas the number of genes for each individual is as same as the number of ants used in ACO. Prime number 13 is chosen for Prime in simulation with ASaGA. Each case is repeated for 10 times for data analysis and all simulations are conducted on the same PC to make our comparison on the same ground later. Note: P c is the probability for crossover and P m is the probability for mutation in GA. Number in brackets indicates number of times the known optimal solution being achieved in 10 runs. Table 2 shows the statistics of our experimental results in terms of accuracy of the best solutions. The known optimal solutions are taken from the TSP Library (TSPLIB[20] ). After 500 iterations for all cases, surprisingly, ACO failed in reaching the known optimal solution to any case. GA found the known optimal solution to Berlin52 seven times out of ten runs, but could not reach that for the other larger cases. The best performer is ASaGA that reached the known best solutions to all three cases at least once in ten runs. Measured by the relative error to the known optimal solution of each selected TSP (Table 3) , ASaGA is constantly superior to both GA and ACO by returning solutions closer to the known optimal solutions, particularly for larger TSPs. In term of computing efficiency, though being the least accurate one, ACO is much faster that both GA and ASaGA, typically 2.5 to 5 times faster than GA and 3 to 6 times faster than ASaGA (Table 4) . ASaGA is the most capable but also the slowest among the three algorithms. 
Discussion and conclusion
Our experiments indicate that ACO failed in reaching the known optimal solution to any of the three selected TSPs within 500 iterations (Table 2) . It may be possible for ACO to reach the known optimal solutions to some TSPs with a larger number of iteration under different configurations, or by adding a local search into ACO. [21] reported that ACO reached the known optimal solution to Eil51 but parameters used were unclear. Despite the failure in reaching the global optimal solution to any selected TSP, ACO is much faster than both GA and ASaGA with an average error in optimal solutions within 5% in ten runs.
Although GA and its modified variations were reported to be able to reach the known optimal solutions to multiple TSPs [7, 14] , these successes are mostly linked to small TSPs. This has been proved again by this study with the case of Berlin52, to which GA found the known optimal solution seven times in ten runs. However, these studies also showed that GA and many modified GAs alone were not able to find the known optimal solution for large TSPs [7, 14] . GA is typically 2.5 to 5 times slower than ACO in completing the same number of iterations.
The known optimal solutions to all three benchmark cases have been found by ASaGA at least once in 10 runs of 500 iterations, particularly 7 times (70%) for Berlin52, 5 times (50%) for KroA100 (Table  2) . Such high recurrence rate indicates that ASaGA has a high level of consistency in successfully reaching the global optimal solutions for TSPs, particularly for small TSPs. The average relative error of 10 runs of ASaGA for any of the three TSPs is no more than 1% (Table 3 ). In case of a failure in reaching the known optimal solutions to TSPs, ASaGA is able to produce high quality approximate solutions to the problems.
Compared with GA, ASaGA needs about 20-50% of more time in processing than GA does, but the improvement on quality of solutions to TSPs is significant. Although not confirmed, there is a trend that the difference in computing time between GA and ASaGA decreases with increase in number of cities in TSPs (Table 3) .
Iterative search algorithms like GA and ACO must avoid stagnation at local optima in the solution space so as to find the global optimal solutions to TSPs. Despite a higher cost in computing, ASaGA has shown the capability of steering the search process out of stagnation at local optima. How to select and best use the advanced features possessed by both GA and ACO to bring high quality solutions to various TSPs with acceptable efficiency in computation is still a challenge and will be further studied.
